Electric chronic stimulation of the human motor cortex (ECSM) has been reported to alleviate chronic severe pain. However the mechanism of action of ECSM is still hypothetical. This is due mainly to the poor knowledge of, 1) the electric diffusion through the multiple structures beneath the epidural contacts (i.e. dura matter, cerebrospinal fluid space, arachnoid membrane, grey and white matter layers, pie mere and vascular tree), 2) the absence of consensus concerning the stimulation parameters (mono versus bipolar stimulation, cathodic or anodic current) and 3) the detailed cortical topography of the contacts. In this study we focused on the precise identification of the cortical areas covered by the electric contacts in a series of twelve patients operated on for ECSM. We propose a new automatic tool for topographic analysis able to compute 2D maps from the 3D anatomic MRI with bijective transformation (pointto-point correspondance). Anatomical regions of interest (AROIs) were visually identified, manually outlined and extracted (Iplan, BrainLab, Germany) for further analysis: 1) for the anatomic structures, on pre operative T1-weigthed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the frontal (superior or F1, intermediate or F2 and inferior or F3), the pre central and the post central gyrus; 2) for the electrode contacts (Resume, Medtronic, USA), on post operative computerized tomography (CT). After getting white and gray matter membership maps by automatic segmentation, we produced a cortical mask to build a triangular mesh. We defined a homeomorphism between the 3D mesh and a subset of R 2 and could apply in consequence the circle packing algorithm. We built depth maps (distance to the skull), distanceto-contact maps (distance to a given electrode contact) and anatomic structure maps. Results showed that it was easier to accurately define the location of the contact projection on the cortex allowing physicians to correlate the benefit with the topography. In particular, because of the unfolding, it was easier to integrate the cytoarchitectonics (i.e. the manually identified AROIs) knowledge in the analysis. Beyond the better understanding of ECSM and indirectly of the pathophysiologic process of chronic pain, this new tool might be used in the future for image guided electrode positioning.
Introduction
Electric chronic stimulation of motor cortex (ECSM) through epidural electrodes has been reported to control chronic pain [4, 18] . However the mechanism of action of ECSM is still hypothetical because of our poor knowledge of both biophysical and pathophysiologic mechanisms. The electric diffusion through the multiple structures beneath the epidural contacts is extremely complex and simplified in order to attempt to analyse the clinical effects [14] . On the other hand the pathophysiologic mechanisms of central neuropathic chronic pain rely on several anatomic, physiologic and pathophysiologic knowledge, in both clinical and experimental domains, not enough to conclude. Recent advances in neuroimaging show the complexity of the phenomenon [15] . In practice the ECSM is supposed to act through a neuromodulation of the primary motor area located on the pre central gyrus and the frontal slope of the central sulcus as repetitive transcranial stimulation [12] . Beyond the biophysical considerations, the absence of reproducible effect [5] raises questions on the influence of the reorganization of functions on the surface of the brain [3] and on the exact location of electric contacts. This latter is still imprecise because of the complexity of gyration and sulcation which makes difficult the interpretation of topography in 3D even with the most recent surgical navigation tools.
Most people consider that the final electrode position determined at the end of the surgery using the neuronavigation system is precise enough for further analysis. Afterwards the position of each electric contact is projected on a schematic representation of the central region, the mean position of the sulci and fissures seen on superficial computer tomography (CT) reconstructions [16] . Another possibility is the projection to a classical brain atlas such as the Talairach atlas [21] or the normalization of the patient information to Talairach space with a subsequent data projection onto a representative Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) slice [19] . Both approaches are hindered by the low anatomic precision due to the schematic representation for the former and to the relative probabilistic location without reference to the individual patient's brain for the latter. Furthermore, the complex structure of the cortex makes it difficult to define cortical areas implicated in the stimulation. Postoperative CT or MRI scans are still rarely performed. A tool for the topographic analysis of the cortex is thus essential for neurosurgeons not only to understand brain's topological structure but also to localize the final anatomic position of each stimulating contact. It should have a precise location system, specific for each brain and taking into account morphological specificities. Furthermore, the presentation mode should be adapted in order to compensate for the irregular cortex convolutions. Several authors in different domains have proposed 2D reconstructions of the cortical surface instead of 3D representations. Most of them worked on retinotopic maps with fMRI studies, using cortex unfolding.
Van Essen et al. [7] built a smoothed surface and mapped cortical surface onto an ellipsoid. This representation is a good preview of cortical surface, but has some limitations. An ellipsoid cannot be easily drawn in a plane without distortion and this kind of map cannot be printed with good precision. Warnking et al. [23] proposed a flattening algorithm to unfold the visual cortex. After projecting nodes on the plane using representative nodes as anchors, their iterative method minimized geodesic length distortion. The main limitation of these methods is the non-bijectivity between the original surface and the resulting map: two points on the original cortical surface can be computed at the same location on the unfolded surface. A connection tool between both 3D data and resulting map is then infeasible. Haker et al. [9] used differential geometry to produce a quasi-conformal bijective mapping of surfaces homeomorphic to a ball. However in our application, cortical surface is not homeomorphic to a ball, first because we are only working on a small part of the brain, second because data we are using are MRI: in this context, gaps between two parts of the cortex may be less than the voxel size, producing a connection on the resulting surface (PVE). Hurdal et al. [10] computed a bijective flattening of a cerebellum using 27 MRI acquisitions from a single subject. In clinical routine it is not realistic to obtain so many images and the method should be automatic. As in Haker's method, Hurdal assumed that the segmented surface was homeomorphic to a ball, without local topology defaults. Both methods are not appropriate for clinical data.
Herein we propose an automatic tool for topographic analysis able to produce 2D maps from a single 3D anatomic MRI with bijective transformation. In the context of the chronic stimulation of motor cortex for analgesic intention, this tool offers to our knowledge a new and unique approach for anatomical analysis and automatic localization. In the following, we first present our three steps method .Then we describe different maps that can be constructed in ECSM and that can be visualized in connection with 3D anatomical data. Finally, we apply our algorithm to twelve patients treated by ECSM and we discuss the interest of this tool in neurosurgery. Fig. 1 presents an overview of our method. Given an MRI data set and a region of interest (ROI) we detected the cortical surface, then unfolded it into the plane. This resulting map was used to display information such as topological areas or electrodes' position. Each step is detailed in this section. In our application, maps are among others based on a manual segmentation of contacts and brain cortical areas. 
Method

Segmentation
For bone and brain structure we used a fuzzy segmentation algorithm. We first performed a skull-stripping using the Brain Surface Extraction (BSE) [20] , which recently proved to be the most powerful algorithm compared to the classical ones [8] .
Given this brain mask, brain segmentation was performed using a Possibilistic Clustering Algorithm [11] which has proved to compute real memberships of voxels to tissue classes [1] , and not degrees of sharing across all classes as the classical fuzzy C-means [2] .
Both white and gray matter fuzzy membership maps were then used to produce a cortical mask, used to build a triangular mesh and to select a ROI for unfolding.
Mesh computation
Given a coefficient δ ∈ [0, 1], the criterion u GM,x + u W M,x ≥ δ. resulted in a a binary volume describing parenchyma membership. Some resulting defaults can be removed using a morphological operation like opening. This last step produced a binary volume that defined the brain mask. For practical purposes we used a fixed δ value (δ = 0.70). We then applied the marching cubes algorithm [13] to build the cortical surface mesh, using isosurface defined by the mask edges. The resulting surface was a triangular oriented mesh, defined by a set of vertices V ⊂ R 3 and a set of triangles T ⊂ V × V × V. Since our application (see part 2.4) only needed a partial cortical mapping (the central sulcus and its neighborhood), we selected this ROI by manually setting the center and the radius of this region. This solely manual step allows to only keep triangles contained in the ROI to perform unfolding.
The unfolding method we used was based on topological properties of Riemann surfaces. Thus the initial surface had to be homeomorphic to a disc. A final selection step was thus needed to define a surface able to be correctly unfolded. Triangles included in the final selected region were computed using the given center. We first searched for the nearest triangle to the center and added it to the final mesh. We then successively added neighbor triangles t, and make sure they did not modify the topology of the resulting mesh. If so, the incriminated t were removed from the resulting surface, and added in a fifo structure processed later if feasible (Fig. 2) . The resulting surface was included into the ball of interest defined by the center and the radius. Furthermore this surface was homeomorphic to a disc and could be fully unfolded.
Unfolding using Circle Packing
The unfolding process aimed at building a planar map representing the cortical surface, i.e. we wanted to define an homeomorphism between the surface mesh in 3D from the ROI and a subset of R 2 . Many available methods do not produce bijective maps: one point on the resulting mesh may not have a single corresponding point in the original surface mesh in 3D. This limitation would be a major disadvantage for our application.
Because of the homeomorphic property, we applied the Circle Packing algorithm [6, 10] to produce a quasiconformal and bijective mapping. A conformal mapping f : A → B is a continuous locally bijective function preserving all angle measures. When A is a manifold defined by a triangular surface, there is not necessarily a conformal mapping between A and a subset of R 2 .
The circle packing algorithm is an iterative method that minimizes angular distortions and produces a bijective map. A circle is first associated to each vertex of the original mesh, with a radius value arbitrarily fixed. Radii on the edges of the mesh are defined using euclidean distance between boundary vertices. Radii of the vertices v i ∈V contained in the mesh but not in the boundary are proceeded iteratively. Then the following algorithm is computed until convergence of the radius values: for each circle c ofV, the new radius value is readjusted using radii of its neighbors c i , i = 0 . . . n. First, we computed the sum of all angles c i cc j defined by neighbor triangles (c i , c, c j ), afterwards radius of c is adjusted (increased Fig. 3(a) or decreased Fig. 3(b) ) to obtain a 2π sum of angle then having a local planar piece of plane. A planar location was finally computed for each vertex using circles radii. For each vertex a projection π V : V → R 2 can be defined using R 2 computed location and R 3 original location. Given π V and triangular surface, a projection π can be defined by π : C →C where C ⊂ R 3 was the cortical surface andC ⊂ R 2 its planar projection. This function was defined by π(V)π V (V) and by linear interpolation inside triangles. Circle packing guarantees that C and C are locally homeomorph, without foldings.
Building maps using projections
Quantitative maps were then easily computable from π. 3D data were projected on a resulting planar map summarizing much information and producing a useful tool for surgeons. Three maps were more particularly studied A distance map m p0 , computed using the Euclidean distance |·, ·| between a chosen point p 0 and each point of C. This information was projected to the plane using π: ∀x ∈C, m p0 (x) = p 0 , π −1 (x) . This first example produced a map with an hot spot corresponding to the part of the surface nearest to p 0 .
A distance map m S to a subset S of space was also produced using an approximation of Euclidean distance (e.g. chamfer) d S . This distance information was projected to the plane using π: ∀x ∈C, m S (x) = d S (p 0 , π −1 (x)). Based on a subset S corresponding to a global surface overhead C, this second example produced a grayscale map that can be understood as a depth map.
Manual surrounding or automatic classifications can also be displayed on the unfolded surface using a simple projection. Given a set of classes C, and a classification c : R 3 → C of MRI voxels, a classification map m C can be defined by: ∀x ∈C, m C (x)c(π −1 (x)).
Application
Data
We applied our algorithm to twelve patients presenting neuropathic pain and treated by CSM.
Intra operative anatomical localization of the target was performed using a 3D navigation system (ISIS, St Martin d'Hères, France).The final positioning of electrode relied on empiric intra operative tryings, driven by various data from litterature (e.g. [22] ). In order to cover the largest surface above the motor cortex two electrodes (Resume, Medtronic,USA), each with four contacts (diameter: 4 mm, center to center distance: 10 mm), were secured on the dura mater.
Retrospectively, in the frame of a research protocol, pertinent AROIs were visually identified, manually outlined and extracted (Iplan, BrainLab, Germany) for further analysis: 1) for the anatomic structures, on pre operative T1-weigthed MRI (voxel size 0.49 × 0.49 × 1mm
3 ), the frontal (superior or F1, intermediate or F2 and inferior or F3), the pre central and the post central gyrus; 2) for the electrode contacts (Resume, Medtronic, USA), on post operative computerized tomography (CT, voxel size 0.53 × 0.53 × 1.25mm
3 ). MRI and CT were matched using the mutual information algorithm [24] (IPlan, BrainLab, Germany) for further analysis. Because of the surgical technique used (epidural implantation, CSF-proof) there was no brain shift which could have influenced the analysis of geometric relationships between contacts and anatomic structures.
Results
We then determined the map center selecting the vertex of the cortical surface closest to the barycenter of the eight surrounded contacts. The only manual part of our method in this context was thus the choice of the map radius. The complete and fully automatic unfolding method, from segmentation to circle packing, was applied to the twelve patients.
Three different maps were produced, representing available data on the unfolded surface. First we computed for each contact i the point p i in the MRI reference system by determining the barycenter of each contact. Distance-tocontact maps m pi were computed for each contact i and summed into an image (Fig. 4(c) ). We then built a depth map m S by using the distance to the skull S (Fig. 4(d) ). We inversed the BSE mask and applied our segmentation step to extract the skull subset. Furthermore an anatomic structure map m C was constructed from the surrounded areas (Fig. 4(e) ). Our tool provides a graphical user interface displaying together the preoperative MRI, the corresponding surrounded structures and the three maps described above. At the end of the unfolding step, an unique cursor is represented in all views, updated in real time following the user actions. The preliminary results showed that it was easier to accurately define the location of the contact projection on the cortex, allowing physicians to correlate the benefit with the topography. In particular, 2D maps simplify the interpretation of effects taking into account the functional organization of the motor cortex according to the gold standard pioneering works on the cyto-architectonics classifications [17] .
Discussion
The tool we proposed here is an automatic method for topographic analysis to produce 2D maps from a 3D anatomic MRI acquired from a clinical protocol for cortical stimulation. It fills the clinical needs minimizing manual steps; the bijective unfolding offers a useful and ergonomic tool for the clinical procedure to navigate in the different views.
Until recently, neurosurgeons in our research group analyzed the final electrode contact position on a 3D view merging MRI and CT data including the surrounded structures and contacts (Fig. 4(b) ). This was already a more sophisticated approach compared to the usual contact visualization on a schematic representation of the central region [16] .Nevertheless, the 3D analysis was complex and time consuming (about one hour for the definition of AROIS). In spite of the anatomic knowledge, it is always difficult even impossible to determine the exact location of contacts mostly for sulcus folders which support in special areas most of the primary motor cortex.
Our method does not need the intervention of a clinician to produce maps and offers some synthetic views of the cortical surface. After the automatic computation, only a few minutes are required to locate electrode contacts according to the structures, with a better precision than the 3D method notably inside the sulci: a contact overhead a suclus (Fig. 5(a) ) cannot be easily localized without a map view (Fig. 5(b) ). The planar representation increasing precision because of disambiguation of the electrode location onto the surface. Further information were offered by assorted maps, like a skull depth map or the probabilistic location of the electrodes on the cortical surface. The understanding of this new representation is provided by an interactive interface using the bijection properties for navigation. Depth maps are also a major aid to understand topological properties displayed by this tool.Beyond these preliminary results, the main benefit of our tool is the precision of the location system. It offers many prospects in the clinical application of ECSM: localization of the contacts, identification of anatomical structures, correlation between anatomical data and clinical results, identification of the optimal target and surgical correction of the location of the electrodes. Meanwhile the complex topology of the cortex in some patients is not optimally processed during the construction of the ROI. It involves shattered maps that for the moment can not easily be explored.
Conclusion
We developed a promising and original tool with an ergonomic representation format. This tool is a quasiconformal optimal approach minimizing angles distortion.The main contribution of our bijective method is delivrance from topology constraint: original surface does not need to be homeomorphic to a disc or a ball, and unfolding is proceeded preserving global shape. In the context of ECSM, our approach offers an original and complete tool for location, with many possibilities like localisation or data synthesis.
The next step will be to increase the quality of the maps by improving the construction of the ROI. For this, we are introducing an algebraic topological method. Our tool might be applied to compare the final anatomic position of each contact with the corresponding clinical results. Furthermore we intend to improve the preprocessing by building new maps like the electric field computed from the electrode position and from the stimulation parameters. Neurosurgeons intend to benefit from the higher precision introduced by the planar maps to define subparts within each cortical area to detail the clinical interpretation. In the long term, the different maps should be a helpful tool as from the surgical planning in order to optimize the contact positioning according to each individual patient's brain.
